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Abstract� In order to take advantage of the massive parallelism o�ered by arti�cial neural net�

works� hardware implementations are essential� However� most standard neural network models

are not very suitable for implementation in hardware and adaptations are needed� In this section

an overview is given of the various issues that are encountered when mapping an ideal neural

network model onto a compact and reliable neural network hardware implementation� like quant�

ization� handling non�uniformities and non�ideal responses� and restraining computational com�

plexity� Furthermore� a broad range of hardware�friendly learning rules is presented� which allow

for simpler and more reliable hardware implementations� The relevance of these neural network

adaptations to hardware is illustrated by their application in existing hardware implementations�
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� Introduction

Soon after the widespread revival of neural network research in the mid�eighties� it was realized that to
fully pro�t from the massive parallelism inherent in neural network models� hardware implementations
are essential� This has led to a large variety of implementations using digital and analog electronics�
optics� and hybrid techniques� Even though these implementations are largely di�erent� a common
denominator is the mapping of neural network algorithms onto reliable� compact� and fast hardware�
Any hardware implementation has to optimize three main constraints� accuracy� space� and processing
speed� The design of hardware implementations is governed by a balancing of these criteria� An analog
implementation� for example� is very e�cient in terms of chip area and processing speed� but this comes
at the price of a limited accuracy of the network components� In general� this amounts to a trade�o�
between the accuracy of the implementation and the reliability of its performance� In this section the
in�uence of the limitations typical for hardware implementations will be outlined� Examples of this
phenomenon are�

� the quantization of network parameters in digital implementations� in speci�c its weights� to
obtain a far more compact implementation� Its counterpart in analog implementations is a
limited accuracy of the network parameters due to system noise�

� and that computation in analog hardware� be it electronic or optical� is characterized by the non�
uniformity of its components and by the fact that the components are at best approximations
of the corresponding mathematical operations in the neural network model�

This section provides a thorough review of the experimental and theoretical research that has been
performed on the behaviour of existing learning algorithms under the limitations imposed by hardware�
Furthermore� training algorithms are discussed that o�er an improved performance in case of limited
accuracy and that further simplify the hardware implementation of neural networks�

In section �� the e�ects of a quantization of the network parameters and weight discretization
algorithms for various neural network models are reviewed� The di�erent approaches are illustrated
with examples from existing neural hardware implementations and several commonly used schemes
are discussed in more detail� The in�uence of hardware non�idealities� such as spatial non�uniformity
and non�ideal response is outlined in section �� Section 	 contains an overview of hardware�friendly
learning algorithms which are better suited for hardware implementation and especially for on�chip
learning� Finally� in section 
� a summary and conclusions are presented�

� Quantization E�ects

The use of very high precision cannot be matched with the goal of developing fast and compact
hardware implementations� While in digital implementations a high numerical precision is too area
consuming� it is incompatible with the system noise present in analog implementations� Therefore�
hardware implementations of neural networks typically use a representation of the network parameters
with a limited accuracy� For example� in Philips� L�Neuro ��� architecture� which allows the imple�
mentation of feedforward networks and on�chip backpropagation training� ���bit weights are used
during the training process and only 	�bit or ��bit weights are employed during recall �Mauduit�����
An example of an analog electronic implementation is Intel�s Electrically Trainable Analog Neural
Network �ETANN� which can perform an impressive two billion weight multiplications per second�
The accuracy of its weights and neurons� however� can be compared with a resolution of only seven
bits �Holler�����

Since hardware implementations are characterized by a low numerical precision� it is essential to
study its e�ects on the recall and training of the various neural network models� The need for a
further reduction of the accuracy� while retaining a satisfactory network performance� has also led to
various weight discretization algorithms� especially designed for this purpose� Since most research has
been performed for multilayer feedforward networks� these will be discussed separately from the other
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Reference Accuracy � of Benchmarks Remarks
�in bits Arti�cial Real�world

�Holt���� � � � Finite precision error analysis for the forward re�
trieving pass�

�D�undar��
� �� � � Statistical model of weight quantization in sig�
moidal networks�

�Pich�e��
� ���� � � Statistical analysis of the e�ects of weight errors
upon an ensemble of multilayer networks�

Table �� Weight discretization in multilayer neural networks� o��chip learning�

Reference Accuracy � of Benchmarks Remarks
�in bits Arti�cial Real�world

�Fiesler����
�Fiesler����

��� � � Forward pass with discrete weights� backward
pass with continuous weights�

�Marchesi���� ��	 � � Power�of�two weights in the forward pass and
an adaptive learning rate�

�Tang���� ��	 � � Power�of�two weights and adaptive gain of the
activation function�

Table �� Weight discretization in multilayer neural networks� chip�in�the�loop learning�

neural network paradigms� A compact overview of a large variety of results on the e�ects of limited
precision in neural networks can be found in Table � to 	� These tables list the number of bits that are
required for satisfactory �learning performance and brie�y describe the core idea of the algorithms�
In order to give an indication of the quality of the experimental evaluation in the cited articles� two
columns listing the number of arti�cial and real�world benchmarks on which the algorithms have been
tested are also included�

��� Quantization E�ects in Multilayer Neural Networks

Most methods deal with the various aspects of limited precision calculation in multilayer networks�
These approaches can be divided into three categories corresponding to the three di�erent training
modes for neural network hardware�

O��chip learning In this case the hardware is not involved in the training process� which is
performed on a computer using high precision� The weights resulting from the training process are
quantized and then downloaded on the chip� Only the forward propagation pass in the recall phase is
performed on�chip which makes these quantization e�ects amenable for mathematical analysis using
a statistical model� Some of the results have been summarized in Table � which indicate that the
accuracy needed in the on�chip forward pass is around � bits� In �Pich�e��
� a comparison between
Heaviside and sigmoidal multilayer networks is given� showing that the weight precision required
in a Heaviside network is much higher and even doubles when a layer is added to the network� An
interesting practical example illustrating that low on�chip accuracy is su�cient when mapping a neural
network trained with a high precision onto a chip� is the application of the analog ANNA chip to high�
speed character recognition �S�ackinger����� Here� a high precision ����bit �oating point network is
mapped on the ANNA chip which uses a ��bit weight resolution and a ��bit resolution for the neuron
inputs and outputs� The chip�s recognition accuracy is only slightly less than the one obtained with
�oating�point calculations�

Chip�in�the�loop learning In this case the neural network hardware is used during training� but
only in forward propagation� The calculation of the new weights is done o��chip on a computer� which
downloads the updated weights onto the chip after each training iteration� Several learning algorithms
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have been proposed that take advantage of the fact that in this way the limited precision only plays a
role in the forward propagation pass and that �oating�point calculations can be used in the backward
pass �Table �� One of the �rst� and perhaps most successful� weight discretization techniques is of the
chip�in�the�loop kind �Fiesler���� �Fiesler����� It is suitable for feedforward neural networks� easy to
implement� and very �exible in that it can handle a large range of discretizations up to the precision
of a few bits only �Table �� The basic idea is to start with a normal neural network with continuous
valued weights� These weights are discretized using a staircase shaped multiple threshold function and
the so created discrete weights are then used for the forward propagation pass of the learning rule�
The errors obtained� which are based on the di�erence between the obtained network outputs and
the desired target outputs� are subsequently used to update the continuous valued weights during the
backward propagation pass� This scheme is repeated until convergence is obtained� This �exible weight
discretization method has been successfully used in the development of the Apple Newton �Lyon�����
and in optical neural networks at Mitsubishi� Japan �Takahashi���� and in Switzerland �Saxena��
�
�Moerland������� A similar approach has been applied to design neural networks restricted to single
power�of�two weights �see section ��� �Marchesi���� �Tang�����

On�chip learning Here� the training of the neural network is done entirely on�chip which o�ers the
possibility of continuous training� This means in speci�c that at least the weight values are represented
with only a limited precision� Simulations have shown that the popular backpropagation algorithm �see
for example �Rumelhart���� is highly sensitive to the use of limited precision weights and that training
fails when the weight accuracy is lower than �� bits ��rst two references in Table �� This is mainly
because the weight updates are often smaller than the quantization step which prevents the weights
from changing� In order to reduce the chip area needed for weight storage and to overcome system noise�
a further reduction of the number of allowed weight values is desirable� Several weight discretization
algorithms have therefore been designed and an extensive list of them and the attainable reduction
in required precision is given in Table �� Some of these weight discretization algorithms have already
proven their usefulness in hardware implementations� Battiti�s reactive tabu search� for example� has
been implemented in the TOTEM processor and successfully applied to a triggering problem in high
energy physics with a weight accuracy as low as 	 bits �Battiti��	�� Recently� an analog electronic
chip �Kakadu has been applied successfully to some classi�cation problems by training it with the
combined search algorithm and semi�parallel weight perturbation algorithms using only a ��bit weight
accuracy �Jabri��	� �Leong��
��

��� Quantization E�ects in Other Neural Network Models

Also for other neural network models the e�ects of a coarse quantization of the weight values on recall
and learning have been investigated� The small number of weight discretization algorithms proposed
can be partly explained from the fact that the required accuracy for successful learning in these
models is lower than for gradient descent learning in multilayer networks �Table 	� An interesting
example of a hardware implementation is Bellcore�s implementation of a Boltzmann machine and
Mean�Field learning� which allows on�chip learning with only 
�bit weights �Alspector����� Recently�
a weight discretization algorithm for an associative memory with binary f�����g weights has been
implemented on a digital VLSI chip �Hendrich����� The pattern storage capacity that can be obtained
with this learning rule is good ���	 times the number of neurons and the algorithm is suited for
on�chip learning� Verleysen�s associative memory training algorithm� that uses the Simplex method to
train a network with ternary weights� is best�suited for o��chip training �Verleysen�����

��� Some Remarks on Commonly Used Schemes

A common point of many weight discretization algorithms is the way in which the e�ects of having
only a limited weight range are treated� It has been shown by simulations that as soon as the range
of the weights decreases below a certain value� which depends on the problem at hand� the training
fails to converge because of the clipping of the weight values �Hoehfeld����� This can often be solved
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Reference Accuracy � of Benchmarks Remarks
�in bits Arti�cial Real�world

�Asanovi�c���� �� � � Coarse weight quantization in the back�
propagation algorithm�

�Holt���� �	��� � � An error analysis of backpropagation with ��
nite precision�

�Grossman���� � � � Adaptation of both weights and the internal
representation of the neurons�

�Reyneri���� ���� � � Batch backpropagation with a near�optimum
learning rate�

�Xie���� �� � � Weight perturbation with gain adaptation�
�Xie���� � � � Combination of weight perturbation and a

partial random search�
�Abramson���� � � � A slight modi�cation of �Grossman���� to

train sparsely connected Heaviside networks�
�Sakaue���� ���� � � A weighted error function in the backpropaga�

tion algorithm based on an overestimation of
the error�

�Hollis��	� �� � � Weight perturbation with an adaptive gain
and learning rate�

�Jabri��	� � � � Semi�parallel weight perturbation algorithms�
�Simard��	� �� � � Backpropagation without multiplication�

gradients and states of power�of�two
�Battiti��
� ��� � � Heuristic method for solving combinatorial

optimization problems�
�D�undar��
� �� � � Backpropagation with forced weight updates�

Table �� Weight discretization in multilayer neural networks� on�chip learning�

by allowing a dynamic rescaling of the weights �and hence the weight range by adapting the gain �
of the activation function� The calculation of an activation value aj in a multilayer network is namely
done as follows�

aj � ��� � �
X

i

wi�j � ai ��

Thus� a change of the weight range is equivalent to changing the gain � of the activation function�
Various strategies have been proposed to perform this gain adaptation� ranging from heuristics based
on the average value of the incoming connections to a neuron �Hoehfeld���� �Xie����� to approaches
that use some form of gradient descent to train the gains �Tang���� �Coggins��	��

In some training algorithms the weight values have been limited to powers�of�two �White����
�Tang���� �Marchesi����� The main advantage of this technique is that all costly multiplications can be
replaced by easy to implement shift operations� This scheme has also been applied to gradient values�
activation values� and learning rates �Hollis��	� �Simard��	��

Work on limiting the number of weight levels has also been done in the design of Heaviside net�
works for the computation of boolean functions �majority� parity� comparison� addition and for the
two�spiral problem �Beiu��
� �Beiu������� Beiu�s concern is to minimize the total number of bits re�
quired to represent the weights of a network� since this is a realistic measure of the complexity of
VLSI implementations� Moreover� it opens up the possibility to compare results obtained by learning
algorithms with the entropy �number of bits upper bounds of the data set �Beiu�������

Finally� we would like to point out that a comparative benchmarking study of quantization e�ects
on di�erent neural network models and the improvements that can be obtained by weight discretization
algorithms has not yet been done� The accuracies listed in Table � to 	 are therefore highly biased by
the di�erent benchmarks that were used by the various authors�
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Reference Accuracy � of Benchmarks Remarks
�in bits Arti�cial Real�world

Self�organizing map� see for example �Kohonen����
�Kohonen���� ��	 � � Quantization of input values during recall�
�Rueping��	� 	 � � Power�of�two adaptation factor and quantized

weights�
�Thiran��	 � 
 � � Uses a conical neighbourhood function instead

of a rectangular one�

Associative memory� see for example �Hop�eld����
�Verleysen���� � � � A linear programming learning algorithm for

associative memories�
�Johannet���� ���� � � Integer arithmetics for learning in associative

memory�
�Hendrich���� � � � Associative memory with binary weights and

a good storage capacity�

Boltzmann network �Ackley��
�
�Balzer���� ��� � � Coarse quantization of the weights during

learning�
�Alspector���� 
 � � Coarse weight quantization for Boltzmann and

mean��eld learning�

Neocognitron �Fukushima����
�White���� � � � Uses power�of�two weights�

Cascade topology �Fahlman����
�Hoehfeld���� �� � � Coarse weight quantization in the cascade cor�

relation algorithm�
�Hoehfeld���� � � � Cascade correlation with probabilistic round�

ing and variable gain�
�Campbell��
� � � � A constructive algorithm for Heaviside cas�

cade networks�

Table 	� Weight discretization in other neural network models�

� Hardware Non�Idealities

Both in analog electronic and optical neural network implementations� computation su�ers from draw�
backs which do not play an important role in digital hardware� Some characteristic examples of such
non�idealities inherent to analog computation are the spatial non�uniformity of components and non�
ideal responses� In this section� examples of these non�idealities are presented� together with their
e�ects on the learning behaviour of neural networks�

��� Component Non�Uniformity

Variations between the on�chip components� such as multipliers �Cairns��	� and the read�out of op�
tical weight matrices �Robinson����� are inevitable in analog hardware� These non�uniformities are
particularly troublesome when the training of the network is done o��chip without taking these com�
ponent variations into account �Frye����� It is� however� widely claimed that chip�in�the�loop or on�
chip learning can compensate to a considerable extent for these non�uniformities �Card����� This is
also intuitively clear because the use of the analog circuit in the forward pass incorporates the non�
uniformities in the learning process� This has been con�rmed by experimental results� for example for
on�chip learning in backpropagation networks �Cairns��	� �Dolenko��
�� Their research indicates that
backpropagation learning can adapt to the non�uniformity of multiplier gains which are caused by fab�
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rication inaccuracies� The occurrence of additive o�sets in the multiplications and especially in weight
adaptations do pose serious problems which are not easily overcome by on�chip learning �Dolenko��
��
A possible solution is the use of some dedicated hardware in the weight adaptation circuitry which
enables o�set�compensation �Annema��
��

��� Non�Ideal Response

Computations performed in hardware are approximations of the mathematical operations assumed to
be ideal in neural network models� This a�ects in particular the analog implementation of a linear
multiplication and the implementation of a non�linear activation function like the widely�used stand�
ard sigmoid� The use of a linear multiplier with a reasonable operating range leads to a large area
penalty in VLSI implementations� Therefore� simple non�linear multipliers are often preferable and are
used in both electronic �Lont���� �Hollis��	� �Reyneri��
� and optical implementations �Robinson����
�Neiberg��	�� The claims on the learning behaviour of a neural network with non�linear multipliers are
rather contradictory� While in �Cairns��	� �Dolenko��
� the straightforward use of non�linear multipli�
ers in simulations of on�chip learning in analog backpropagation networks leads to satisfactory results�
in �Lont���� the standard backpropagation algorithm fails to converge with non�linear synapses� In�
stead� Lont proposes to incorporate non�linear multipliers in the formulation of the backpropagation
rule� which leads to good results� A disadvantage of this approach is that an accurate model of the
on�chip multiplier is needed� This can be alleviated by chain�rule perturbation learning �Hollis��	��
which only performs a forward pass through a multilayer network and hence incorporates the hard�
ware characteristics directly into the training� A solution sometimes applied in optical networks is the
use of an additional weight mask which complements and thereby compensates for the non�linearities
in the multiplier �Neiberg��	��

Another problem for analog hardware is the requisite of an activation function that is similar to
the standard sigmoid� The incorporation of a model of a sigmoid�like hardware activation function
in the training algorithm can compensate for some inaccuracy �Lont����� This is another example
of the opportunism that often plays a role in the design of neural hardware� search for the hidden
advantages of apparent drawbacks and try to exploit these instead of trying to approximate the
existing mathematical model as close as possible� Another approach is the use of a simpli�ed activation
function� for example the replacement of the Gaussian function in radial basis networks by a triangular
one �Dogaru����� leading to a simpli�ed hardware implementation�Additional di�culties arise when the
activation functions are implemented by optical hardware� as for example liquid crystal light valves�
These optical activation functions are characterized� among other non�idealities� by a gain � that
di�ers greatly from the standard value of one� as can be seen in �gure � where a sigmoid with a gain of
approximately ����� is depicted �Saxena��
�� While in analog electronics one can try to compensate
for a non�standard gain by including a gain stage� this is not possible in optical implementations�
In theory one could add additional optical components whose aim would be a modi�cation of the
e�ective gain� but this would increase the complexity and cost of the system� as well as introduce
new side e�ects� A nice and simple way to solve this problem is by using an adapted backpropagation
learning rule that is based on a simple and precise relationship between the gain and two other network
parameters �Thimm����� which compensates for a non�standard gain without any additional hardware�
and shows superior results �Moerland��
��

� Hardware�Friendly Learning Algorithms

In this section a variety of learning algorithms that are well suited for hardware implementations of
neural networks are presented� These hardware�friendly learning algorithms �Moerland������ can de
divided into two classes� namely�

�� Adaptations of existing neural network learning rules that facilitate their hardware implement�
ation�
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�� Learning algorithms that are by their very conception suitable for hardware implementation�

Here� the emphasis will be on the �rst of these two classes of hardware�friendly learning algorithms�
An example of the second class are cellular neural networks which are of special interest for VLSI
implementation because of their sparse local connectivity� every unit of the network is a simple analog
processor that interacts only with its neighbouring units� see �Chua���� for a survey� Another example
is the class of RAM�based networks which can be easily implemented with standard available com�
ponents� A recent overview of RAM�based networks and related implementation aspects is given in
�Austin��	��

Various hardware�friendlier alternatives have been proposed for several neural network learning rules�
especially with the objective to enable on�chip learning� The most signi�cant ones are discussed in
this section� with an emphasis on hardware�friendly alternatives of the backpropagation algorithm for
training multilayer neural networks�

��� Perturbation Algorithms

The most popular algorithm for the training of multilayer networks is the backpropagation algorithm�
see for example �Rumelhart����� However� the realization of large backpropagation networks in analog
hardware poses serious problems because of the need for separate or bidirectional circuitry for the
backward pass of the algorithm�Other problems are the need of an accurate derivative of the activation
function and the cascading of multipliers in the backward pass�

The general idea of perturbation algorithms is to obtain a direct estimate of the gradients by
a slight random perturbation of some network parameters� using the forward pass of the network to
measure the resulting network error� Thus� these on�chip training techniques do not only eliminate the
complex backward pass but are also likely to be more robust to non�idealities occurring in hardware�

The two main variants of this class of algorithms are node perturbation which is based on the
perturbation of the input value of a neuron� as for example the Madaline�� rule �Widrow����� and
weight perturbation� see for example �Jabri����� The basic concepts of weight perturbation ��gure �
are easily explained by the observation that the gradient descent weight update can be approximated
by �nite di�erences ��Wjk denotes the perturbation or change of Wjk�

�Wjk � �� �
�E

�Wjk

� �� �
�E

�Wjk

� ��

The Madaline�� rule is based on an application of the chain�rule that is standard in the derivation of
the backpropagation algorithm �sk denotes the input to neuron k and � sk its perturbation�

�Wjk � �� �
�E

�Wjk

� �� �
�E

�sk
�
�sk
�Wjk

� �� �
�E

� sk
� aj� ��
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The main disadvantage of these perturbation algorithms is their sequential nature� as opposed to the
weight update calculation in the backpropagation algorithm which can� in principle� be performed in
parallel� The main di�erences between the Madaline�� rule and weight perturbation are the simpler
addressing and routing circuitry needed for the latter and the lower computational complexity of
the Madaline�� rule� As can be seen in table �� weight perturbation also has a good performance
with limited precision weights �Xie����� Moreover� it is more robust against non�idealities occurring in
analog hardware� non�uniformity� non�ideal circuit response� and noise �Cairns��	�� The reason for this
is that in this algorithm modeling of activation functions and multipliers does not need to be done�
since these form an integral part of the training algorithm� It is interesting to note that the derivation
of the Madaline�� rule does assume the multiplication to be linear which makes possible the reduction
of �sk��Wjk to aj in equation ��

The sequential nature of these simple perturbation algorithms has led to more intricate variants
which perform some of the calculations in parallel� A simultaneous perturbation of all weights is
a promising alternative �Alspector���� �Cauwenberghs����� even when for a reliable estimate of the
gradient the results of several perturbations should be averaged or a very small and accurate perturb�
ation is required� Other variants use a semi�parallel perturbation scheme like chain�rule perturbation
�Hollis��	�� fan�out or fan�in�out perturbation �Jabri��	�� and summed weight neuron perturbation
�Flower����� These semi�parallel techniques perturb simultaneously all the weights feeding into or
leaving one neuron� An experimental comparison of these perturbation algorithms with an analog
multi�layer perceptron chip �Kakadu in�the�loop showed that the semi�parallel techniques are best
suited for e�ective learning when the accuracy is low �Jabri��	�� The fan�in�out technique showed
the best generalization and training convergence results when the weights and weight updates were
quantized to � bits�

��� Local Learning Algorithms

The implementation of a learning rule can be greatly simpli�ed if it only uses information that is locally
available �Palmieri����� This feature minimizes the amount of wiring and communication� Since the
backpropagation algorithm is not local� several local learning algorithms have been designed that
avoid a global backpropagation of error signals� An example is an anti�Hebbian learning algorithm
that is suitable for optical neural networks �Psaltis����� The weight updates in this algorithm depend
only on the input and output of that layer and one global error signal� Although it is not a steepest
descent rule� it is still guaranteed that the weights are updated in the descent direction� Another local
learning rule has been developed in �Brandt��	� which uses only the rates of change of the outgoing
weights of a neuron� One of their algorithms is mathematically equivalent to the backpropagation
algorithm� but the measurement of the rates of change of the weights could be hard to implement�
A promising approach is taken in the Alopex algorithm �Venugopal���� �Unnikrishnan��	� which is a
stochastic algorithm based on the correlation between individual weight changes and changes in the
network�s error measure� The main advantages of this approach are that the weights can be updated
synchronously and that no modeling of the multipliers and activation functions is needed�

��� Networks with Heaviside Functions

The design of a compact digital neural network can be simpli�ed considerably when Heaviside functions
are used as activation functions instead of a di�erentiable sigmoidal activation function� While training
algorithms for perceptrons with Heaviside functions abound� training multilayer networks with non�
di�erentiable Heaviside functions requires the development of new algorithms� One of the earliest
examples of such a learning rule is the Madaline�� rule �Widrow����� which is closely related to the
previously described Madaline��� It is also based on a slight perturbation of the input to a neuron� but
in this case the training error is minimized by investigating the e�ect of an inversion of the activation
value of a neuron� If this inversion reduces the Hamming error on the output neurons� the incoming
weights of the inverted neuron are adapted with a perceptron training algorithm to reinforce this
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inversion�
There is also a large variety of constructive algorithmswhich gradually build a Heaviside network by

adding neurons and weights ��Smieja����� The basis of these algorithms is often formed by a perceptron
algorithm that is used to adapt the weights into the freshly added neurons� Recently� some digital
and mixed analog�digital architectures have been designed to be suitable for the implementation of a
range of these constructive algorithms �Moreno��	��

��� Robustness

In section � several examples have already been given of the robustness of neural networks to hardware
non�idealities� Some research has also been devoted to the robustness of a network to unreliable neur�
ons� This unreliability can consist of sign inversions of hidden neuron values �Judd���� or destruction
of hidden neurons �Kerlirzin��
�� While neural networks trained by standard learning algorithms are
not inherently fault�tolerant� the incorporation of the expected faults in the training phase leads to
remarkable improvements� An illustration of this fact is an adaptation of the backpropagation learning
rule that uses only a random subset of hidden neurons for each iteration� The trained network is far
more robust to the destruction of hidden neurons and shows performance comparable to the noiseless
case �Kerlirzin��
�� This is closely related to the injection of random noise in the weight values during
the training of a multilayer neural network� whose e�ects have been elaborately discussed by Murray
and Edwards �Murray��	�� It is demonstrated both analytically and experimentally that this synaptic
noise improves the network�s fault tolerance to weight damage� generalization to unseen patterns� and
training time� Similar results have been obtained when injecting additive noise into the weights of
recurrent neural networks �Jim��	��

��� Other Hardware�Friendly Neural Network Models

Although the majority of neural hardware is concerned with the implementation of multilayer net�
works� because of their wide�ranging applicability� most other popular neural network models have
also been implemented in hardware� A few examples of the use of hardware�friendly learning in self�
organizing feature maps and recurrent networks are given here�

Self�organizing maps One of the requisites of a neural network hardware implementation is the
e�ective use of the processor resources� In general� batch processing is an appropriate alternative to
obtain better parallelisation� Kohonen�s original algorithm� however� has both an on�line selection of
the neuron closest to the input pattern� the winner neuron� and an on�line weight update� Two pos�
sible variants are to have a batch winner selection combined with either a batch or an on�line weight
update� In �Vassilas��
� the convergence properties of these two variants are shown to be comparable
with those of the original algorithm�

Recurrent networks Two widely used paradigms for training recurrent networks are Boltzmann
Machine learning and Mean Field Theory learning� The parallelism of a potential hardware implement�
ation is seriously hampered by the required asynchronous update of the neurons� Therefore� in both
analog �Pujol��	� and optical �Peterson���� implementations� a synchronous neuron update is used�
Another characteristic of the Boltzmann Machine is the use of simulated annealing to gradually in�
crease the gain of a neuron�s activation function� In Bellcore�s implementation of a Boltzmann Machine
this annealing schedule has been replaced by a gradual decrease of additive noise �Alspector����� while
the main idea of Mean Field Theory learning is to replace the annealing strategy by a deterministic
approximation�

� Summary and Conclusions

In this section an overview has been given of a variety of adaptations of neural network learning to
enable their successful hardware implementation� These problems can be as general as the e�ects of a
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quantization of the network parameters or those of the non�idealities of hardware components� Other
problems are more speci�c for a certain neural network model� like the complications related to the
implementation of the backward pass of the standard backpropagation algorithm�

The e�ects of quantization on a range of neural network models have been outlined� and weight
discretization algorithms have been reviewed� These estimations of the required accuracy for well�
known learning algorithms and several of the weight discretization algorithms described are already in
use in some large�scale hardware implementations� Designers of digital neurocomputers� for example�
pro�t from the fact that the required weight accuracy for backpropagation training is around ��
bits �Mauduit����� An example of a successful implementation of a weight discretization algorithm is
Battiti�s TOTEM�chip which uses a weight accuracy of 	 bits �Battiti��	��

Compared to the state�of�the�art in digital neural network implementations� the design of ana�
log neural network implementations with non�idealities like component non�uniformity� non�ideal re�
sponses� and system noise� is still in a more experimental state� Implementations have therefore been
limited to small�scale networks �Leong��
� and it is yet to be shown whether reliable large networks
can be realized in practice by analog techniques� An important step towards this goal could be the
possibility of on�chip learning� since it has been exempli�ed that neural network models are remark�
ably robust to hardware non�idealities when these are incorporated in the training of the network�
The development of hardware�friendly learning rules that form an alternative for algorithms which
are intricate to implement� like the backpropagation algorithm� is therefore essential� The e�cacy of
perturbation algorithms illustrates the usefulness of this approach and the �rst implementations using
these training algorithms are emerging �Leong��
��
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